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1. Summary

The exact linearization approach to design path-tracking

controllers for wheeled vehicles is generalized to make it applicable

to a larger class of vehicles. This larger class includes a tractor-

trailer with 'off-axler hitching, a bi-articulated bus for express

intercity travel, and a load-haul-dump mining truck. Distinctive

features of the proposed generalization are the adoption of input-

output rather than input-state linearization and (most importantly)

the sélection of a vehicle's guide-point dépendent on whether path-

tracking has to be implemented in the forward direction or in

reverse. Preliminary simulation results suggest the attainment of

controllers that are better performing than otherwise obtainable on

the basis of the available techniques.

Keywords: motion-control, path-tracking, articulated vehicles,
tractor-trailer, exact linearization, input-output linearization, on-
axle hitching, off-axle hitching, absence of slippage.
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2. Introduction

Considérable efforts are presently being devoted to provide

wheeled vehicles with autonomous or semi-autonomous motion (see, for

example, Giralt 1988, Cox and Wilfong 1990, Shin et al. 1992, Baiden

and Henderson 1994). One of the problems to be considered in

carrying out this endeavour is the détermination of tractor's speed

and steering that make a selected guide-point of the vehicle track an

assignée! path with a desired velocity. Finding a solution to this

problem is équivalent to designing a stabilizing controller for a

complex, underactuated, nonlinear, intercoupled and, on occasion,

time-variant and only partially known, dynamic plant (D'Andrea Novel

et al. 1992, Laumond 1993, Walsh et al. 1994, Samson 1995, Sampei et

al. 1995, Hilrose et al. 1995, Sordalen and Egeland 1995).

In a previous study on articulated vehicles (DeSantis 1994) we

developed a design procédure for path-tracking controllers that is

based on the notion of géométrie path-tracking and on the classical

technique of tangent (Jacobian) linearization. In what follows, we

revisit our procédure by replacing tangent with exact state-feedback

linearization (Isidori 1995, Marine and Tomei 1996). As suggested in

most of the cited références, an exact linearization approach to

path-tracking is attractive because of its potential to lead to

better performing and better understood controllers that are

conceptually simpler to design and whose stability can be assured

over a wider range of operating conditions.
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A difficulty with the présent status of the exact linearization

approach to path-tracking for wheeled vehicles, however, is that it

is confined to car-like vehicles, or to tractor-trailer-like vehicles

with 'on-axle' hitching (the joint hitching a trailer to the

remainder of the vehicle is located at the center of the rear axle of

the preceding trailer or tractor) . As a conséquence, design

procédures based on exact linearization are only applicable to

vehicles belonging to one of the above two catégories (Bolzern et al.

1997). Industrial examples of vehicles for which thèse procédures do

not apply are represented by a tractor-trailer with 'off-axle'

hitching (DeSantis 1994), a load-haul-dump mining truck (Juneau and

Hurteau 1994, Kumar and Vagenas 1994, Lane and King 1994), a

biarticulated bus for express intercity travel (Rabinovitch and

Leitman 1996), or an industrial lawn mower (Larsson et al. 1994). In

theory, one should be able to deal with this latter kind of vehicles

by adopting the novel 'Fiât Systems' approach proposed by Fliess et

al. 1995. In practice, while research on the subject is still active,

the required mathematical manipulations appear so formidable as to

make it unclear whether such an approach would indeed lead to a

solution of the problem.

The objective of the présent paper is to overcome this

difficulty by generalizing the available exact linearization

procédures for the design of path-tracking controllers. For

simplicity of exposition, we proceed by considering as prototype of

the wheeled vehicles of interest a tractor-trailer with off-axle
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hitching and by adopting the mathematical formulation of géométrie

path-tracking. With little loss of generality, we confine our

development to circular or straightline paths to be tracked with a

constant speed. In agreement with most of the existing literature, we

concentrate attention on the kinematic model of the vehicle.

3. Vehicle's Model

Consider a tractor with two rear-drive and two front-steering

wheels, linked to a trailer with two rear wheels by means of a

vertical joint. Following common practice, we view longitudinal speed

and steering of the tractor as control variables to be manipulated so

that a selected guide-point of the vehicle follows a desired path with

an assignée! velocity. A key feature of our development is a sélection

of guide-point that dépends on the direction of motion. When path-

tracking has to be implemented in the forward direction we locate the

guide-point of the vehicle at the center of the rear axle of the

tractor (as in DeSantis 1994); when path-tracking has to be

implemented in reverse, we locate the guide-point at the center of

the rear axle of the trailer (as in most of the other cited

références).

With the notations in Figure l (see also list of symbols), and

under the usual hypothèses of a planar and slippage-free motion, the

vehicle's model is described by the following proposition. The first

part of this proposition (eqns 3.1-3.6) is rather standard (Ellis

1969); the second part (eqns 3.7-3.14) is an équivalent reformulation
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of the first; in the spécial case of <on-axlef hitching (c=0), this

reformulation corresponds to the model adopted by most of the

literature on the subject.

Proposition 1 (Vehicle's model). Under a slippage-free motion, the relation

between tractor's speed and steering, and tractor-trailer's position

and orientation is described by
•

Xi = Vuicosôi (3.1)

•

yi = VuisinOi (3.2)

Vuitanô

Oi = — (3.3)
£l

Vul

(j) = - — Kisin<{)+(^2+ccos<())tanô} (3.4)

^2

62= ^ + 0i

X2 = Xi - ccosGi - fzCosQz (3.5)

Y2 = Yi - csinOi - 4sin62. (3.6)

Equivalently, this relation is also described by
•

Xz = Vu2COs62 (3.7)

•

Y2 = v^sinGz (3.8)

Vu2tan(p-(|))

02 = — (3.9)
£2

Vu2

<|) = — {^sin(})+(c+^cos(t))tan(P-<t)) } (3.10)

C^2

Xi = Xz + CCOSOl + 4COS02 (3.11)

Yi = yz + csin9i + ^sinQz (3.12)
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with
ctanô

Vu2 = Vui(cos<{)- — sinij) ) (3.13)

il

and

(3:=-atan(ctanô/^i) . (3.14)

4. Path-Tracking Dynamics

A path-tracking assignment is described by a smooth vector

function (Xp(s) yp(s) 6p(s) (()p(s) Vup(s)) designating position,

orientation and speed that the vehicle should have at the point of

the path defined by the curvilinear coordinate S6(0, °°) . As in

DeSantis 1994, <(>p(s) désignâtes the orientation (relative to the

tractor) that the trailer is required to have at s; Xp(s) y? (s) 6p(s)

Vup(s) denote required position, orientation and longitudinal speed

of the tractor or the trailer (depending on the location of the

guide-point). We refer to (Xp(s) yp(s)), s6(0, °°), as the Euclidean

path and to Vup(s) as the velocity profile.

Given a path-tracking assignment, to a vehicle configuration and

speed (x y 6 <() Vu), we associate speed (Vos) / heading (6os/ <t>os) / and

latéral (^os) ) path-tracking off sets defined by

Vos := Vu - Vud , 6os:= 8 - 6d , <(>os:= <|) - <t>d ,

^os:=-{x-Xd}sin9d + {y-yd}cos6d, (4.1)

where

(Xd Yd 6d ()>d Vud)= (Xp(^) yp(^) 6p(^) (|)p(^) Vup(^.)). (4.2)
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The symbol X (the distance traveled along the path) denotes the

curvilinear coordinate of the point of the Euclidean path closest to

(x y). Path-tracking implies the détermination of the tractor's

speed, Vui, and steering angle, ô, that are required to have

lim [Vos(t) eos(t) <t»os(t) ^os(t)] = 0. (4.3)

t ->00

Remark l. Similar to that considered by Sampei et al. 1995 and by

Samson 1995, our formulation of (géométrie) path-tracking becomes

équivalent to the perhaps more traditional state-trajectory-following

formulation by introducing the longitudinal path-tracking offset

^(t) :=^.(t)- ^d(t) . (4.4)

Here, ^,(t) andXd(t) denote actual and desired distance traveled along

the path at time t € [0, °°) . Path-tracking can then be viewed as the

task of generating the propulsion and steering controls that are

necessary to have

lim [Vo3(t) 0os(t) Qos(t) -^os(t) À,os(t)] = 0. (4.5)
t ->00.

We embody the intended generalization of the exact linearization

approach in the following propositions (proofs of which are in the

appendix). Proposition 2 describes the time-evolution of the path-

tracking offsets in correspondence with circular or straightline

paths to be tracked with a constant velocity. Proposition 3 describe

this same évolution as a function of distance traveled along the

path. Propositions 4 and 5 provide the basis on which a path-tracking
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controller can be designed using input-output linearization. In

stating thèse propositions, we use the following convention: when

path-tracking accuracy is measured in terms of position and

orientation of the tractor (i.e. when the guide-point coincides with

(xi yi) ) we denote path-tracking offsets, distance traveled and

curvature radius of the path with Vosi Qosi <{»osi ^osi ?ii and Ri; when

measured by considering position and orientation of the trailer (the

guide-point coïncides with (xz yz) ) we use the notations Voa2 6032 <{»os2

£ os2 ^2 and R2 (see Figure 2).

proposition 2 (Path-tracking offsets dynamics as a function of time). i) when

measured relative to the tractor, the dynamics of the path-tracking

offsets is described by
•

^osi = Vuisin9osi (4.6)

tanô cos 0osi

6osl = Vui<{ — - — [ (4.7)

l (Rl+^osl)

^isin<()+(^z+ ccos<(>)tan0

<(>osl = - Vm •{ — i- , (4.8)
1^2

where Ri is the radius of the circle to be followed by the guide-

point on the tractor and <t)=(t>d+<t>osi/ with ^ the solution of

Risin<(>d+-^2+ccos <()d= 0.

ii) When the path-tracking offsets are measured relative to the

trailer, their dynamics is described by

^os2 = Vu2sin9os2 (4.9)

tan(p-<(>) cas 9os2
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ÔOS2 = Vj — - — L (4.10)
tî (R2+^os2)

^2sin({)+(c+^2cos<|)) tan(P-<(>)

<{)os2= Vuz <j— i>, (4.11)
C^2

where Rz is the radius of the circle to be followed by the guide-

point on the trailer, <(> = <(>d + <(>os2 with ((>d as in eqn (4.8), and

P:=-atan(ctanô/^i), R2:=RiCOS<t>d- csin<(>d. (4.12)

Proposition 3 (Path-tracking offsets dynamics as a function of distance traveled along

the path). Using the distance traveled along the path as time scale:

i) When measured relative to the tractor, the path-tracking offsets

have the following dynamics

^031 (Rl+^OSl)

sign(Vui)— tanGosi (4.13)

a^i Ri

56osi (Ri+^osi)tanô l

=sign(Vui)<{— - — !- (4.14)
ÔÀi RI COS 0osl -^l RI

ô^osi (Ri+^osi) ^isin<|>+(-^2+ ccos((»)tanô

=-sign(Vui) — <i—}• (4.15)
ôXi Ri cosGosi t^tz

RlCOS Oosl

^ = — Vui. (4.16)
(Rl+^osl)

ii) When measured relative to the trailer, their dynamics is

described by

^os2 (R2+^os2)

=sign(Vu2) — tan9os2 (4.17)

0^2 R2
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ô9o32 (R2+^os2)tan(P-<t») l

=sign(Vu2)-i— - — i> (4.18)
ÔÀ,2 R2COS9os2-^2 R2

ô^os2 (R2+-^osz) ^2Sin<j)+(c+-^2cos())) tan(P-<(>)

=sign(Vu2) — -i—^ (4.19)
ÔÀ.2 R2COs9os2 C^2

R2COS Oos2

À,2 = — Vu2. (4.20)

(R2+-^os2)

Proposition 4 (Chain-form représentation of the Path-tracking offsets input-output

dynamics). i) When the path-tracking offsets are measured relative to

the tractor, their input-ouput dynamics can be modeled by the

following équations

Xi=Ui (4.21

•

X2=UiX3 (4.22)

•

X3=U2 (4.23)

where

Xi:= Ki (4.24)

X2:= -^osi (4.25)

X3:= ô-^osi/^i (4.26)

and

RlCOS 9osl

Ui:= — Vui . (4.27)

(Rl+^osl)

ô^osi/ô^i Ri+^osi) (Ri+^osi)tanô l

U2/ui:= —tanOosi +— <i— - — L (4.28)
RI RlCOS29osl RiCOSOosl^l RI

10
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ii) When the path-tracking off sets are measured relative to the

trailer (and c^O), their input-ouput dynamics can be modeled as

•

Xi=ui (4.29)

X2=UiX3 (4.30)

Xs=U2 (4.31)

where

Xi:= À,2 (4.32)

X2:= ^032 (4.33)

X3:= Ô£ os2 ,9^2 (4.34)

and

RZCOS 6os2

Ui:= — Vu2 (4.35)
(R2+^os2)

ô£ 032/^.2 R2+^os2 (R2+-^os2)tan(P-<(>) l

U2/m := —tan6os2 + — <!— - — !•. 4.36)
R2 R2COS26os2 R2COS6os2^2 R2

Proposition 5 (Path-tracking offsets dynamics and input-output linearization). By

taking the latéral off set as output, and independently from whether

described as a function of time or as a function of distance traveled

along the path, the path-tracking offsets dynamics is input-output

state-feedback linearizable. Moreover:

i) If the latéral offset is measured relative to the tractor then the

input-output linearized model has a zéro dynamics that is

11
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asymptotically stable if the path is tracked in the forward direction

(Vui>0) , unstable if in reverse (Vui<0) ;

ii) If the latéral offset is measured relative to the trailer, then

the input-output linearized model has a zéro dynamics that is

asymptotically stable if the path is tracked in reverse (Vui<0) ,

unstable if in the forward direction (Vm>0);

iii) If the hitching of the tractor-trailer is on the axle (c=0)

then the input-output linearized model obtained when the latéral

offset is measured relative to the trailer becomes an input-state

linearized model.

Remark l. Eqns (4.5-4.8) were used by DeSantis 1994 for the design of

path-tracking controllers using local linearization (see also Togno

1994). Eqns (4.17-4.20) were used by Bolzern et .al. 1997 to

(heuristically) extend to vehicles with off-axle hitching the (on-

axle) approach proposée! by Sampei et al. 1995 (see also Masciocchi

1995). When c=0, eqns (4.17-4.20) become identical to those derived

by Sampei et al 1995 and Proposition S.iii) coïncides with the main

result given in that référence.

Remark 2. When c=0. Proposition 4.ii) rediscovers the chain-form

models considered by Samson 1995 and by Sordalen and Egeland 1995.

Indeed, using the notations

Xi:= \î (4.37)

X2:= -^os2 (4.38)

X3:= 0^032/3X2 (4.39)

12
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X4:= ô2^/ôV (4.40)

and

R2COS 6os2

Ui:= — Vu2. (4.41)
(R2+^os2)

Uz/Ui:= ^ Vu2d2COS0osl2 / (R2+-^os2)2 !>Vu2Sin9os2

-tan(<|>) cos Qosz

+2<! Vu2d2COSeoslSin6osl / (R2+^os2)2 {'Vu2<i — - — i>

f-2 (R2+^os2)

^isinij) +^2tanô
- Vul -! Vu2d2COS6osl /(COS2<t>^2) H — !> (4.42)

1-C2

eqns (4.29-4.36) become

Xi=ui (4.43)
»

X2=UiXs (4.44)

•

Xs=UiX4 (4.45)

X4=U2 . (4.46)

Thèse équations correspond to the form considered in Samson 1995. By

interchanging the rôle of Xz and X4 we have

•

Xi=Ui (4.47)
•

X2=Uz (4.48)

X3=UiX2 (4.49)

X4=UiX3 (4.50)

which corresponds to the form considered by Sordalen and Egeland

1995.

Remark 3. In analogy to the on-axle case (Sampei et al. 1995, Samson

1995), Proposition 5 suggests that a path-tracking controller for the

off-axle case be désignée! by taking the latéral path-tracking offset

13
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as output and by using exact linearization. However, for the

linearization technique to be effective in this latter case, the

location of the guide-point must now dépend on the direction of

motion: on the tractor when path-tracking has to be implemented in a

forward direction (where the tractor is pulling the trailer); on the

trailer when in reverse (where the tractor is pushing the trailer). A

typical design procédure is illustrated in the next section.

5. Path-tracking control Design

5.1. Controller Design for Path-tracking in Reverse.

The tractor'1 s longitudinal speed is selected as

ctanô

Vui = Vu2d(cos<|)- —— sin<|) )-1 . (5.1)

£2

From eqn (3.9) it follows Vu2=Vu2d and therefore Vos2=0.

To détermine the steering control we dérive éqn (4.9) to obtain

• • • •

f-os2 = Vu2dSin9os2 + Vu2dCOS6os2 Oos2 l (5.2)

where

5Vu2p

vu2d = —Vu2d • (5.3)

Q'kî

Since

tan((3-<))) cos 6os2

9os2 = Vu2d! — - — ^ (5.4)
2 (R2+-^os2)

it follows

14
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^os2 = a2+I32tan(p-<j>) (5.5)

where

Vu2d2COS29os2

ot2:= Vu2d sin6os2 - — (5.6)

(R2+^os2)
and

Vu2d2COS29os2

P2:= — . (5.7)
tz

By setting ô = atan(-^itanp/c) where P is such that

tan(P-<t))=p2-l(v-ot2), (5.8)

and

V : = - kAs2- k2^s2- k3 ^os2Cit (5.9)

with ki > 0, i=l,2,3, it follows
• • •

^os2 + kl^os2 + k2^s2 + k3^os2dt =0. (5.10)

This latter équation implies

lim ^os2 = 0, lim 9os2 = 0, and lim tan(p-<(>) = -^z/R2. (5.11)

th->0 th->0 th^O

The (asymptotically stable) zéro dynamics associated with this

controller is then described by

R2sin<(> - (c+^2cos()))

(J)os2 = Vuz ^— }• (5.12)
cR2

where <t»=<t>d+<))osiy with<(>d the solution ôf

R2Sin((>d=c+ jCzcos^d. (5.13)

5.2. Controller Design for Forward Path-tracking

We set Vui=Vuid so that Vosi=0. To détermine the steering action

15
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we dérive eqn (4.5) to obtain
• • •

4si = VuidSinGosi + Vuidcosôosi Oosi / (5.14)

where

^Vulp

Vuid = —Vuid. (5.15)

0^1

Since

tanô cos Oosi

ôosl = vj— - — !• , (5.16)

l ^l-r-'Cosl

it follows

• »

^osi = ai+Pitanô , (5.17)

where

Vuld2COS2eosl

ai:= Vuid sinGosi + — (5.18)

(Rl+^osl)

and

Vuid cas Qo'osl

Pi:= — . (5.19)
^

By setting

ô=atan( Pi-l(v-ai) ) (5.20)

where
•

v:= -ki^i-kz^osi-ka ko.idt (5.21)

with ki > 0, i = 1,2,3, it follows
« • •

4si + kAsi + kz^osi + ka^osidt = 0 . (5.22)

This last équation implies

16
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lim 4si = 0, lim ôosi = 0, and lim tanô = -^i/Ri. (5.23)

th^O th->0 th^O

The (asymptotically stable) zéro dynamics associated with this

controller is given by

Risin<(>-(-^2 +ccos<{>)

<t>osi =-Vuid •{— }• (5.24)
cRi

where <(> = <|)d + <(>osi with <{>d the solution of

Risin<|)d= ^2+ccos<|>d . (5.25)

6. An Application Example

To facilitate comparisons between the design procédure developed

in the previous section and the présent state of the art, we revisit

the path-tracking conntroller design considered in DeSantis 1994. The

tractor-trailer has géométrie parameters e = Im, ^1= 2m, £2= 4m; the

task is of having the vehicle follow a circle with radius Ri=20m with

a longitudinal speed Vui<r= 2.5 ms"1.

Because of the non zéro value of e, the vehicle dynamics is not

input-state linearizable and a path-tracking controller capable of

carrying out this assignment cannot be designed by applying current

exact linearization procédures (including, for example, the

procédures described in Sampei et al. 1995 and in Samson 1995). It

follows that, at the présent time, the design has to be carried out

by adopting tangent linearization (DeSantis 1994), (heuristically)

extended exact linearization (Bolzern et al. 1997), or other

17
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heuristic approaches such as the fuzzy and neural network approach

(Kosko 1992, pp. 352-361).

The interest of Propositions 3, 4 and 5 is that they establish

the dynamics of the vehicle to be input-output linearizable and that

the desired controller can be designed by exploiting this property.

In agreement with thèse résulta, when the circle has to be tracked in

the forward direction we compute tractor's speed and steering in

terms of path-tracking off sets measured relative to the tractor.

Following the development in section 5.2, the controller is then

defined by

Vul=Vuid (6.1)

S=tan-l<{pi-l(v-ai) !• (6.2)

where

Vuld COS 0osl

<xi:= vmd sin6osi + — , (6.3)
(Rl+^osl)

Vuid2COS26osi

Pi:= —, (6.4)
^1

and
•

v:= -ki4si-k24si. (6.5)

Gains ki and kz are chosen so that the pôles pi and p2 characterizing

the latéral off set dynamics have a prescribed value. Choosing pi = pz

=-.5, from

s2+ kzs+ki = (s-pi) (s-p3) (6.6)

we have

ki= Pi P2 = .25 (6.7)

18
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k2= -pi-p2 =1. (6.8)

When the circle has to be tracked in reverse, tractor's speed

and steering are computed in terms of path-tracking offsets measured

relative to the trailer. Following section 5.1, the controller is now

defined by

ctanÔ

Vui = Vu2d(cos<t>- — sin<|) )-1 (6.10)

iz

ô=tan-l<!-(^i/c)tanp}- (6.11)

where

P= <j)+tan-l<ip2~l(v-a2)i> (6.12)

Vu2d COS 6os2

ot2:= Vu2d sin9os2 + — . (6.13)

(R2+^os2)

Vu2d2COS26os2

(32:= — (6.14)
£z

and

v:= -ki4s2-Mos2. (6.15)

Gains ki and k2 are determined by following the same argument as in

the case of the forward direction and can once again be taken as

ki=.25, k2= l.

Figures 3 and 4 illustrate the transient behavior induced by the

designed controller in correspondence to a typical path-tracking

maneuver in reverse. Thèse and similar résulta (not reported herein)

suggest this behavior to be characterized by a région of convergence

that is considerably larger and a convergence speed that is
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considerably faster than those obtained using a controller based

either on classical tangent linearization (DeSantis 1994) or on

extended input-state exact linearization (Bolzern et al. 1997), or on

the fuzzy and neural network approach (Kosko 1992, pp. 352-361) .

Il should be noted that while we have chosen to specify the

dynamics of this behavior in the time domain (as it is usually done)

by applying Proposition 3 only a minor modification in the design

procédure would be required to specify it instead as a function of

distance traveled along the path (as proposed in Sampei et al 1995

and in Samson 1995). Too, while we have confined ourselves to

géométrie path-tracking, again only a minor modification in the

design procédure would be required to consider instead path-tracking

in the sense of state-trajectory-following (as for example, in

D^Andrea -Novel et al. 1992 or in Walh et al. 1994)).

Conclusions

The controller obtained by following the procédure proposed in

the présent paper can be viewed as a generalized version of the

controllers for car-like vehicles, or for tractor-trailer-like

vehicles with ^on-axle' hitching, that are currently provided by the

exact input-state linearization approach (in Sampei et al. 1995, or

in Samson 1995). As in the case of thèse latter vehicles, a

controller for a tractor-trailer with 'off-axler hitching may be

given a structure made of an inner loop with the function of

linearizing and decoupling the plant, in parallel with an outer loop
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consisting of a classical PID. Within reasonable hypothèses, thèse

results, which have been obtained by confining attention to the

kinematics of the vehicle, remain valid if dynamic behaviour is

also taken into account (the modalities for carrying out such a

validation would be identical to those considered in DeSantis 1994) .

The computations to be carried out by the proposed controller,

while already relatively simple, can be further simplifiée! without

significantly deteriorating performance. Measurements and actions

required for a practical implementation can be provided by industrial

sensors and actuators that have already been proven adéquate for the

task, and which begin to be available at a reasonable cost (Juneau

et al. 1994, Lane and King 1994, Feng et al. 1994, Sampei et al.

1995, Durrant-Whyte 1996, Piotte et al. 1997, Parkinson 1997).

Thèse conclusions, arrived at in the context of a tractor-

trailer with off-axle hitching, are equally applicable to

industrial vehicles with équivalent géométrie properties as, for

example, a tractor with multiple trailers and one or more off-axle

hitchings, a load-haul-dump mining truck, an industrial lawn mower,

as well as a variety of snow-removal, earth-removal, and road-paving

vehicles.
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Figure l: Vehicle's geometry
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Tractor's Euclidean Path

Trailer's Euclidean Path

Figure 2: Path-tracking off sets
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Figure 4: Path-tracking offsets dynamics in operational space
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APPENDIX: Outline of proofs

Proposition 1. Eqns (3.1-3.5) are well-known and can be written down by

a direct inspection of Figure l (see for example Ellis 1969). To

verify the validity of eqns (3.7-3.12), note that angle P represents

the orientation relative to the tractor of the velocity vector at the

point common to the trailer and to the tractor; (î-<(> represents the

measure of this same orientation relative to the trailer. Note that ?-<{>

plays, with respect to the trailer, the same rôle that the steering

angle Ô plays with respect to the tractor. It follows that eqns

(3.7-3.12) can be obtained using the same argument as for eqns (3.1-

3.6), by replacing ô with P-<|) and by replacing !.\ £2 and e

respectively with f.z e and (again) £2 .

Proposition 2. Eqns (4.5) is obtained by deriving

^os:=-{x-Xd}sin0d+{y-yd}cos9d^ (a. l)

and by taking into account that the vector ( {x-Xd}, {y-ya} ) is

perpendicular to the tangent to the path at (Xd^ya}. Eqn (4.6)

follows by observing that

a9p
Qo=i= v^itanô/^i - —- l Xi ,(a.2)

os l s=^.i

where

œ.'p
l = 1/Ri (a.3)

9s l s=^,i
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and

RlCOS 6osl

Xi = — Vui. (a.4)
(Rl+^osl)

Eqn (4.7) follows from eqn (3.4) and the fact that when tracking a

straight line or a circular path the value of <{> = <{>d must be constant

and such as to satisfy eqn (4.8). Eqns (4.9-4.11) are obtained by

proceeding as for eqns (4.5-4.8) by once again interchanging the

rôles play by the tractor and the trailer. In particular ô is

replaced with P-4 ; £1 £2 and e respectively with tz e and (again) ^2.

•

Propositions. Eqns (4.13-4.15) follow by recognizing that \i , the

longitudinal speed of the tractor relative to the path is indeed

given by eqn (4.16) and by observing that for f 8 'i £osi , Qosi, <t>osi }~we
• • •

have ôf/ôXi = f/A,i , where f is as specified in eqns (4.5-4.7).

Eqns (4.17-4.19) follow in the same manner by interchanging the rôle

of tractor and trailer.

Proposition 4. The proof follows by a direct inspection by taking into

account Proposition 3.

Proposition 5. i) By choosing Vui=Vuid/ by twice deriving êoai and by

using eqn (4.6), we have
•

^osi = VuidSinGosi , (a. 5)

• •

£oai = Vuid2cos9osi -{tanô/^i - cosOosi/ (Ri+^osi!> (a. 6)

Introducing the new control
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u:=Vuid2cos6osi'!tanô/^i - cosOosi/(Ri+^osi^ (a.7)

it follows
• •

^osi = u. (a.8)

The zéro dynamics associated with this input-output model (Marino and

Tomei 1996) is described by

Risin(<|)d+<()osi) + £2 +CCQS (<|)d+<|»osi)

<|>osl =-Vuld ^ ———————————— \ (a. 9)
^2Rl

where <|>d is such that <j)osi=0 is the equilibrium point, that is such

that

Risin(<|»d) + £2 +ccos (<()d) = 0. (a.10)

By applying Lyapunov indirect method (Khalil 1992) and assuming

Ricos (((>d) + csin(({)d) > 0, it follows that the equilibrium point of the

zéro dynamics is asymptotically stable when Vuia >0, unstable when Vuid

<0.

ii). By selecting

ctanô

Vui = Vu2d(cos<})~ — sinij) ) (a. 11)

il

we have Vuz=Vu2d. By twice deriving t.oaz we get

» •

£032 = Vu2d2cos6osi<itan(P-<{) )/^2 - cos9os2/ (Rz+^o^) ^ (a.12)

and by introducing the new control

u = Vu2d2coseosi-{tan(P-<(> )/^2 - cos9os2/ (Rz+^o^ (a.13)

we obtain

^os2 = u. (a.14)
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The zéro dynamics associated with this linear model is described by

R2sin ((|)d+<t>os2) +c+ £2 cos (<|)d+<|>os2)

<|>oa2 = -Vu2d ^ — ^ (a.15)
cRz

where <{>os2 = 0 is the equilibrium point and ^ satisfies the équation

R2in(<(>d) + e + ^2cs(<{>d) =0. (a.16)

By proceeding as in i) and assuming Rzcos(^) + ^2sin(<{>d) > 0, the

equilibrimn point of this zéro dynamics is found to be asymptotically

stable when Vuid <0/ unstable when Vuid >0.

iii). With the hitching on the axle we have c=0 and therefore P=0.

It follows from eqn (a.12 )

• •

^os2 = Vu2d2coseosi-<-tan (<() }/£z - cos9os2/(Rz+^os2) !• (a.17)

and by deriving with respect to time

• • • •

^os2 =-! Vu2d2COSeosl2/(Rz+^032)2?- ^os2

• *

+2-{ Vu2d2COS0oslSin9osl /(R2+^os2)2^ 6os2 + "{ Vu2d2COS9osl /(COS2<|)^2) !' <{>os2. (a.18)

By invoking eqns (4.9)and (4.10), by observing c=0 implies

^isin<|) +^2tanô
<{>osl = -Vul •{ —— }• , (a.19)

£,£,

and by introducing the new control variable

U = -i Vu2d2COs9osl2 /(R2+^oa2)2 ^ Vu2Sin9os2

-tan(<))) cos 6os2

+2-< Vu2d2cos0osisin9osi/(R2+^os2)2 i>Vu2'{ — - — ?"

^2 (R2+^os2)
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^isin({> +^ztanô
- Vui ^ Vu2d2COS6osl / (cos2((>^2) ^ — !> (a.20)

^^
it follows
• • •

£os2 = u. (a.21)
• • •

The state of this linear model (£oa2 ^os2 ^032) is équivalent to the

state (^os2 6os2 <}>os2) of the original plant model.
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Symbols

(xi, yi): work-space coordinates of the tractor's guide-point;

(xz/ yz): work-space coordinates of the trailer's guide-point;

9i, q2: tractor's, trailer's heading;

((>: trailer's orientation with respect to the tractor;

ô: steering angle;

\i, Â,2 : distance traveled along the path;

^oai, S-oaz '• path-tracking latéral offsets measured relative to

respectively the tractor and the trailer;

Vuiy (Vu2) : tractor's (trailer's) longitudinal velocity;

e: distance from tractor's rear-axle to vertical joint;

£1: distance from tractor's rear axle to front axle;

£2: distance from trailer's axle to vertical joint;

P:= -atan(ctan5/^i) : angle of orientation relative to the tractor of the

velocity vector at the articulated joint/

Vuid / Vu2d ; desired velocities of the vehicle's guide-points;

Vosi» Vos2: speed of f sets;

Ooai/ 6os2/ <))os : heading off sets;

Ri , R2 : radius of the circular path/
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